DUA
Explore enhanced G-spot and clitoral stimulation with Dua – the ultimate couples’ toy.
Designed to fit every woman’s unique curves and intimate shape perfectly, Dua comes complete
with its own discreet pen shaped remote for partner play or solo pleasure.
Your New Dua














Flexible to fit your body’s unique shape
Partner-controlled stimulation using safe remote technology
Includes an elegant pen shaped remote (up to 15 metre range)
Control with your smartphone via the free Je Joue app
Connect with your partner from anywhere using the app’s playlist function
Wide range of vibrations, from a gentle purr to a deep rumble with 5 powerful speeds &
7 teasing patterns
2 independent motors: 1 for G-spot vibration and 1 for clitoral stimulation
100% waterproof (bath friendly)
100% body safe silicone (phthalate-free)
Quiet, yet powerful
Sleek and completely seamless with a velvety-smooth surface
2 hours charge gives 2 hours pleasure
Available in 4 shades: black, fuchsia, purple and lilac

Why Dua?
Partner-controlled or solo play
Play together, tease and take (or lose) control! Dua is perfect for foreplay at home - or away, for
the more adventurous. Our discreet app also makes solo play all the more enjoyable.
Simultaneous sensations
Dua combines clitoral stimulation with pleasantly firm G-spot vibration to bring women a
sophisticated alternative to traditional dual-stimulator massagers.
Customisable pleasure
Dua’s flexible design allows users to position both vibrating ends exactly where they need them
to give enriched pleasure experiences.

Pelvic strength
Dua’s rounded end can also act as an effective Kegel exerciser that improves the PC muscle
fitness while providing pleasurable sensations. Your PC muscle will naturally squeeze around
Dua, helping strengthen your pelvic floor.

How to use Dua
Controls
To turn Dua on, press and hold the push-button at the end of its base for 3 seconds. To sync with
the Je Joue pen remote, press the remote’s top button and wait a few seconds until the toy
starts vibrating. Once connected, simply press the button again to go through its different
pulsation patterns. Twist the button clockwise to increase the speed and twist anti-clockwise to
decrease the speed.
Each press of the button will run through the following pulsation patterns:








Pattern 1 (Cascade) – linear vibration both from clitoral and G-spot motors
Pattern 2 (Pulse) - linear vibration from clitoral motor only
Pattern 3 (Soft) - linear vibration from G-spot motor only
Pattern 4 (Intense) – alternate vibration from both clitoral and G-spot motors
Pattern 5 (Energize) – alternate 2 clitoris stimulation for 1 G-spot vibration
Pattern 6 (Glow) – linear clitoral stimulation and ascending G-spot vibration
Pattern 7 (Mood) – ascending vibration from both clitoral and G-spot motors

To turn Dua off, press and hold the push-button at the end of its base for 3 seconds.
The Je Joue remote control runs on 1 AAA battery (not included).
Je Joue App
Dua can also be controlled using the free Je Joue app (where available) in place of the remote
control.
Charging
To charge Dua, place the charging dock directly over Dua’s ON button. You will feel its magnetic
core pull it into place. When charging, a light will flash. When fully charged, the light will remain
steady on until the charging dock is removed.
Lubrication
Water-based lubricant only is recommended for use with Dua.
Cleaning
Wash Dua with warm water and pH neutral soap.

For more remote control pleasure by Je Joue, try our anal plug Nuo!

